
The Green New Deal in Canada

Part 1
Good Morning everyone, my name is Tara Bonham and I’m going to give you a brief overview 

of the Green New Deal in Canada as it was originally envisioned before it’s launch in May and a 

little of its history. The vision for a Green New Deal in Canada was in direct response to the very

real desperate need to cut green house gas emissions to deal with the Climate Crisis we’re in.  

Canada currently is warming at twice the rate as the rest of the world, we are rapidly losing 

Arctic sea ice and destructive wildfires and flooding are setting new records.  

The name “Green New Deal” is a reference to Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal from the late 

1930’s.  As a government led economic stimulus, it helped lift America out of the Great 

Depression. However, the name can be problematic for some, especially here in Canada.  It has 

stuck though simply by it’s recognition factor especially in light of the strong movement building

in the US.  One of the major issues with the reference is that most of the benefits of the original 

plan went primarily to the white population and unfortunately, bypassed people of color and 

Indigenous people.  

The Green New Deal for Canada was preceded by The Leap Manifesto which was initiated in 

2015.  The Leap Manifesto was created with broad representation from environmental and social

justice activists, indigenous rights, labor and faith based movements and people working for 

migrant rights. The “Leap” in the name refers to the transformative nature of the changes we 

need - there is no time left for small incremental changes if we’re to address the crisis in front of 

us. There is lots of overlap between the two movements. 



Both movements were set up as non-partisan attempts to build a positive vision of a future we 

want and then pressure our elected officials to act on that vision.  

The initial vision set out for a GND rests on two basic principles:

1. It must meet the demands of Indigenous knowledge and science and cut Canada’s 

GHG emissions in half in 11 years.

2. It must leave no one behind and build a better present and future for all of us.  

The Green New Deal recognized that we can’t tackle the climate crisis in isolation - that what 

was needed is a rapid, inclusive and far-reaching transition that also addressed growing 

inequality, rising racism, and other critical issues.  This could require massive changes to our 

economy and society at large to ensure a safe climate.  A safe climate requires our GHG 

emissions to be slashed and critical biodiversity protected all while creating millions of jobs.  It 

envisioned full implementation of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of 

Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP) including the right to Free, Prior and Informed Consent (FPIC).  

A transformation such as this would call on the creativity and participation of all of us.  Along 

with the vision is also the recognition that only people - in a deep, wide, and democratic process 

- could give this magnitude of change the legitimacy and true diversity it needs to succeed. The 

Green New Deal in Canada was launched May 6th, 2019 by a coalition of more than 60 

endorsing groups from across the country and across sectors.  This included many prominent 

Canadians, unions, environmental groups, youth, scientists and faith leaders including the 

Canadian Unitarian Council.  In less than a month’s time, tens of  thousands of people had 

pledged their support across the country and more than 150 town-halls with 7,000 participants 

were organized to help further develop and refine this initial vision.  In the process of all the 



public engagement, the hope was also to  build the support and more crucially, the political 

power to unite a huge and diverse movement behind the Green New Deal. 

We hosted one of those town halls here at UCV.  In less than two weeks, with the dedication, 

support and passion of the Environment Team, we jumped into an intense period of organizing.  

In such a short time, it was difficult to meet face to face especially as we had the May long 

weekend right in the middle of that time-frame, so most of the work was done by email.  The 

response was swift and almost overwhelming!  

Within a few days of signing on, my biggest concern was how do we limit the numbers?  After 

posting “town hall filled” on the GND website, the RSVP’s kept coming in.  Then we then took 

ourselves off the map.  We had about 100 participants from both within this congregation and the

wider community, brainstorming for hours to take the initial ideas of the GND and then further 

refine and develop those ideas into a more concrete vision.  It took over two hours to input our 

data.   

Our results were then compiled with all the other data from across the country and a high level 

summary report was available by the end of June.  I’ll now turn this over to Elizabeth to go more

deeply into the structure of the town halls and the final results.

Part 2
This section of our Green New Deal presentation focuses on the results of the 150+ town halls 

held across the country up until June 7th. Our May 24th town hall in Hewett Centre was one of 

those. The themes we heard were very similar to the themes identified at other town hall 

discussions. 



The town halls were designed to bring together the key ideas for what a Green New Deal (GND) 

should look like as determined by those living and working at a grass roots level. Participants 

discussed their Red Lines (what should absolutely not be in a GND for Canada) and Green Lines

(what people want, and in some cases need, to see in a GND in order to be on board).

Overall, participants shared about 8,900 green lines and red lines, with three times as many green

lines as red lines being submitted. This likely indicates an interest in focusing more on a vision 

for the future rather than what we need to leave behind.

Participants spoke clearly for massive change from how we organize our economies, institutions,

services, and government priorities. It’s a demand for systemic change. There was also a clear 

indication from participants that if we don’t take bold, transformative action now, every 

generation that comes after us will suffer the consequences. 

Red Lines

Town hall participants emphasized putting a stop to industries, institutions and practices that 

endanger the future and accelerate environmental destruction. Some of the themes that emerged 

involved the fossil fuel industry, extraction, pollution, plastics, and a failing democracy.

Participants clearly stated the need to prevent future growth of the fossil fuel industry, including 

stopping further construction and expansion of fossil fuel infrastructure and eliminating fossil 

fuel subsidies from both the federal and provincial governments. They believe subsidies that 

previously supported the fossil fuel industry should be redirected to the transition to a clean 

green economy.

In order to protect Biodiversity and Nature, participants demanded an end to water extraction, 

water pollution, and the dumping of civic or industrial waste into bodies of water. They 



supported stopping the production of single-use plastics and in general wanted to see an end to 

our societal reliance on plastics. 

In order to prevent further destruction of our democratic institutions, participants recommended 

ending corporate lobbying and ending the transforming of our democratic institutions to favour 

corporate interests. They clearly wanted no more ‘first past the post’ elections.

Green Lines

Key Green Line themes included: legally binding climate targets for Canada in line with the 

science of keeping global warming to 1.5 degrees Celcius; Indigenous sovereignty and self-

determination; implementing a living wage and workers’ rights and protections; shifting the 

power from large corporations to people; redistribution of wealth; a focus on local economies 

including local sustainable food systems; protecting bio-diversity; and massive funding for 

housing, child care and education. It was clear that participants believe we need radical shifts to 

transform the systems and institutions that perpetuate both the climate crisis and inequality at the

same time. 

Transforming the economy was seen as a necessity for dealing with both environmental 

degradation and climate change. Participants wanted government to step in with clear policy and 

implementation of varied action, including carbon taxes and subsidies for green initiatives. 

Green infrastructure included renewable energy and public housing. Participants called for 

massive public investment in the infrastructure that will take us to a 100% renewable energy 

economy, including power generation, public transportation, ecological and localized agriculture 

and clean manufacturing.



Protecting Biodiversity and Nature included access to clean water for all. More specifically, 

participants called for laws that grant personhood protection to forests and bodies of water and 

the creation of an environmental bill of rights.

Participants connected the climate crisis we’re facing with a myriad of Social Justice issues and 

indicated that the climate crisis cannot be addressed in isolation as it is inextricably linked to 

other issues involving racism and an extractive economy: this included the rights and precarious 

circumstances of migrants, the working poor, Indigenous communities, rural communities, and 

the disabled. Participants also highlighted the emerging leadership of youth and that they need to 

be at decision-making tables. 

Participants believe it is important for Canada to pay its fair share of the climate debt to countries

in the Global South that have been impacted by Canada’s practices and decisions. This includes 

ensuring that corporations based in Canada are not damaging climate and environmental 

conditions elsewhere (e.g. mining operations). 

Next Steps

A huge challenge for all of us (here and across the country) is whether we can maintain the 

necessary momentum to ensure that the demand for justice and the systemic changes needed 

actually happen. This is unprecedented change that is required – moving beyond our comfort 

levels and life as we’ve become accustomed to expect – moving beyond the perks that we might 

consider we have a ‘right’ to – e.g. certain kinds of travel, the level of comforts in our homes, 

and our use of resources. We will likely have to engage with people we haven’t previously 

worked alongside. 

You may be asking yourself – what can I do? This is so big – it’s overwhelming! We’d suggest - 

start right now with a very timely step. This is election year. Get out and hold your federal MP 



candidates accountable. Find out what they are willing to do to address the climate crisis. How 

will that be accomplished? Attend an all-candidates meeting in your riding: ask questions and 

demand answers. Find other opportunities to question them. Then vote for the candidate who will

best act on the climate crisis – and no matter who gets elected, keep up the pressure!

Part 3
Hi my name is  Tamiko Suzuki and I have the problem of  trying to convey to you in 7 minutes 

all that we talked about at the Town-Hall on the Green New Deal.  I’m covering   just 4 items 

(there were others) of the part called No One Gets Left Behind: 

1. Resource Industry workers

2. People without a voice

3. First Nations, and

4. Youth.

 As Tara and Elizabeth have described so well, the town hall produced some great ideas and a lot

of consensus on what we want for our society's future.  As they have said The number one issue 

is dealing with  Climate change before it is irreversible meaning, we need to quickly phase out  

burning oil and gas and change to using non carbon emitting, renewable,  energy  sources. 

Dramatic as that sounds  it is becoming more and more possible with advancing technology and 

it IS possible for us to adapt to  change that quickly--does anyone remember names like xerox 

and Kodak? Less than 20 years ago  it was inconceivable these huge companies would ever go 

under or that we could survive without them!



 We CAN transition  off of oil and gas - if-- we don't let ourselves be swayed by scary words 

from media and  industry like 'slowing economy'  or 'fleeing investors' or of course “job loss”- all

words meant to scare and keep us quiet and ok with the status quo.

So Usually when we think of big changes in an industry such as the death of the cod fishery or 

Ontario factories closing down, there are winners and losers (and workers almost always are the 

losers, investors just go somewhere else).   In our town hall, however,  participants  held firm 

that as we shift to a renewable future, there will be NO losers.  As Elizabeth said, we need  to 

figure out new ways to deploy our labor (especially service work) --  to build  a new caring,   

healing, and transforming society 

 No One Gets Left Behind. 

1) The first group we want to make sure don’t get left behind is also the easiest one to deal with 

and that is the Oil and Gas workers. The men and women who traveled  across the country to 

work on the tar sands and gas fields are currently suffering layoffs due to “efficiencies” and 

downsizing. When people lose the ability to put food on their table, they become scared and 

angry.  They should NOT be the sacrificial lambs to the enforced closing down of their industry. 

Obviously they  should be retrained and supported to transition  to a new work landscape. but 

The thing is, most of these workers are already skilled tradespeople who will be in high demand 

in the new energy landscape.  As Oil and Gas subsidies are shifted to Renewable energy, there 

will be an EXPLOSION of new jobs as wind, solar, tidal, and geothermal energy production 

ramp up and an accompanying MASSIVE demand for energy efficient housing and 

transportation.



 I should add that there is a bonus for these workers as their new jobs will be closer to home  (not

isolated northern man camps) and--their jobs will be permanent. ---there won’t be that frantic 

“get it while you can “ attitude of traditional resource extraction.

As for the unskilled oil and gas workers, maybe we won’t have  grade 11 or 12 kids in Fort St 

John  dropping out of school to work  on the rigs making more money than their teachers. 

Currently the Resource extraction/Boom and Bust economy is good for the GDP (and local drug 

dealers) but it is terrible for the environment, those kids’ futures, and the stability of society in 

general.  

 2) What about all the people who couldn’t come to the Town Hall? What would their voices tell 

us?

Where were the working poor who were holding down 2 low paying jobs  just to make rent, the 

single parents with no family support, the Indigenous people  who figured this was just another 

plan for white people so why bother attending, the mentally or physically challenged who 

COULDN’t attend, the homeless who needed to spend the evening waiting  to get in to a  shelter 

for the night, the immigrants and refugees struggling to learn English and adapt to a new country.

In the new economy, these people cannot be forgotten and left behind.

There is so much work that needs to be done by and for a caring compassionate society. who will

care for the young and elderly --where is help to get  a frail 95 year out to experience nature 

again?.; who will take care of our ill.. and injured? who will raise and teach our young about the 

importance of the environment? who will grow  our food and restore our ecosystems? fight the 

fires and floods?  who can center the healing we need to engage in with the earth and each other?

There is enough work for everyone if we would start thinking outside the box



3)There's another group we need to talk about. The one that was managing the ecosystem just 

fine, thank you very much for 10,000 years before we barged in and took over... hmm who could

that be? 

We are honoured to live and work on the unceded   land of the Musqueam, the people at the 

mouth of the river, the Tsleil Waututh, the people of the Inlet, and the Squamish, people of the 

sacred water. Beyond Kemkemalay (Vancouver) are the Sto;lo, the  Cowichan, the Nanaimo, the 

Sheshelt and others sharing the Coast Salish language.  We thank them but in order to properly 

honour them, we must implement ALL of the. Calls of the TRC and the MMIWG

 The original people of this land  understood that they were part of  the Interdependent web of all

things, that they had a responsibility to take care of the land because it wasn’t theirs--it was  

loaned to them by their children and the generations yet to come.   

We wouldn’t be in the situation we are now if we had understood and lived by  that philosophy 

for the last 300 years..

which leads us to

4) Our Children.

Our future IS our children and the town hall participants noted the rising leadership of  teens and 

millennials. 

Look at these kids around the world with their Fridays for the Future protests. That’s the group 

we need to support . They are shouting that their  lives and futures are at stake and are 

demanding that we stop talking and start acting.    The GND? What we see as a vision, they see 

as a lifeline to survival.   



which leads us to: what do WE do next ?

It will take a massive push from the people at the grassroots to force  change and its already 

starting. Can you hear  the sounds and actions of the young people raising their voices ? many of 

us here no doubt remember the 1960’s protests against the Vietnam war --and maybe it sounds 

like a hippy dippy thing to recall the 60’s  but so what!-- caring for the earth  is not just a hippy 

thing--it is a badass survival thing because---  not having  a healthy planet means there won't be a

healthy-- anything. And that’s a pretty poor “thing” to leave our children!

So Imagine thousands of people of all ages and backgrounds on the streets and steps of the 

legislature. Imagine everyone using their skills and connections to push the decision makers in 

the right direction. Let’s make it a reality!  With creative bold leadership and the   expertise of 

frontline communities and workers, change for the better IS possible.

AsTara saw when she organized a TownHall in less than 2 weeks, there is a hunger to do 

something. Yes change will be scary  and we will need to move out of our comfort zone  but  it 

could be exhilarating. The GND showed we HAVE a path to a better, more beautiful world.   We

KNOW how to do it and we know we CAN do it. So Lets. Start. Now.
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